National Library Week InstaMeet!!!

Time to snap away!! Use this photo scavenger hunt to explore the library. Post your photos to Instagram and tag them with #instatmeetNLW or #woodburylibrary. Prefer not to post? Direct message your photos to @woodburyuniversitylibrary. Prizes will be given for most creative photos (as decided by the library staff) or for completing the scavenger hunt.

Your Instagram handle: _________________________________________________

☐ Take a picture of your favorite study spot in the library 📚

☐ Take a picture of or with a librarian 😊

    (hint: check out the reference desk!)

☐ Take a selfie with your favorite READ poster

    Find these posters featuring Woodbury “celebrities” on the end of the stacks and throughout the loft staircase.

☐ Make your own READ poster!

    Find your favorite book in the library collection and take a picture with it.

☐ Get your bookface on 📚😊

    Find a book in the library with a face on the cover and pose so that the face looks like your own. Check out #bookface and #bookfacefriday on Instagram for inspiration. (Hint: biographies often include portraits on the cover! Search “biography” in our library catalog or ask a librarian for help)

☐ Our library is rumored to be haunted, capture the library’s spooky essence with a photo 👻👻

☐ Take a Library Shelfie!

    Did you know all our books are arranged by subject? Find your favorite subject (fashion? animation?) in the library and take a picture of the books on the shelf. Need help finding a subject? Ask the reference librarian!

☐ All Around the World . . . 🌍

    Did we you know we have maps and atlases in the loft? Explore the world by looking at these resources & our print collection. Take a photo of your journeys!

☐ Admire our Architecture! 🏛️

    Our library used to be a chapel. Take a photo celebrating our beautiful architecture or newly restored stained glass windows.